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Christian woman who waited until
marriage to have sex is devastated to
discover she suffers from vaginismus,
a condition that leaves her in AGONY
every time she has intercourse
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Stephanie Muller, 23, from New York decided to wait to have sex until marriage
She met her husband, Andrew, 31, in 2013 and the couple married in 2017
They had difficult having sex on their honeymoon, and Stephanie later
discovered she suffered from vaginismus
The condition is an involuntary contraction of the muscles around the vagina
Stephanie said the condition 'de-sexualized' her marriage, but she is now sharing
her story to help other women suffering with the condition
By DAILYMAIL.COM REPORTER
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A woman who waited for her wedding day before having sex for the first time has
revealed her horror at discovering she suffered from a condition that made
intercourse agonizingly painful.
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Social worker Stephanie Muller, 23, from New York, grew up in a Christian household
and made the decision to save herself until marriage.
In 2013, she met her now-husband, Andrew, 31, and began dating him in 2015. But
the couple did not discover her problem until they set off on their honeymoon.
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Her decision: Stephanie Muller, 23, from New York decided to wait to have sex until marriage
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Her love: She met her husband, Andrew, 31, in 2013 and the couple married in 2017
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Upsetting: They had difficult having sex on their honeymoon, and Stephanie later discovered
she suffered from vaginismus
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Frustrating: Her condition is an involuntary contraction of the muscles around the vagina and
can make it painful to have sex

Two years into their relationship, the pair got married in May 2017 and planned to
have sex on their honeymoon, which would have been Stephanie's first time.
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'Early on during our honeymoon, we were
having difficulty with penetration but
figured it would just take time to get
more comfortable,' Stephanie told The
Sun.
'But then I got a yeast infection and was
very uncomfortable.'

READ MORE

What is vaginismus?
Vaginismus is the involuntary
contraction of the muscles
surrounding the vagina.
This can happen at random intervals or
during sex.

'I had never had one before and it ended
up lasting almost three months because
the different medications I was put on
weren't working.'

The exact number of women who
suffer from the condition is unknown
due to patients feeling too
embarrassed to tell their doctor.

When she recovered from the infection,
she thought that was it and she would be
able to have sex but this wasn't the case.

It can start for women in their late
teens and 20s when they start using
tampons or have sexual intercourse.

She finally decided to tell her
gynecologist in January 2018, who
diagnosed her with vaginismus, a
condition where the vagina suddenly
tightens up.
'My husband and I have talked about how
vaginismus really de-sexualised our
relationship; it was almost like living with
a roommate,' she said.

The condition, which is thought to be
psychological, can also have physical
conditions contribute to it like past
sexual abuse or trauma.
Vaginismus is typically treated with
Kegal exercises to strengthen and
relax the pelvic floor as well as
counseling.
Source: Cleveland Clinic

'We would even be careful about other
physical things because neither of us
wanted to suggest trying to have sex, be disappointed, and the night ending in
tears.'
She referred her to the vaginismus and Women's Therapy Center but warned her that
this would not be covered by insurance, so she prescribed her with Vicodin, a
medicine used to relieve moderate to severe pain, to have sex with her husband.
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Heartbreaking: Stephanie said the condition 'de-sexualized' her marriage, but she is now
sharing her story to help other women suffering with the condition
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Someone to lean on: 'My husband has been incredibly supportive throughout my journey with
vaginismus,' Stephanie said
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Pushing through: Stephanie has refused to believe her condition. She discovered pelvic
exercises and a dilator set to help

Refusing to believe that this was the solution, Stephanie decided to do some
research on vaginismus and the ways it can be treated.
She discovered the use of pelvic floor therapy and bought a dilator set in an attempt
to make sex more comfortable; Stephanie now says she felt shame for years over the
fact that she couldn't have sex with her husband, and admits it took a severe toll on
their relationship.
'Having vaginismus is a heavy weight, and what largely makes it so difficult is the
isolation and shame that comes with it,' she said.
'I felt really embarrassed, broken, and like I couldn’t talk about it with anyone.
Andrew and I felt like we lost this really big thing and we had to grieve it all alone.
'My husband has been incredibly supportive throughout my journey with vaginismus.
'Anytime that I would say negative things about myself, he would always reassure me
that none of those things were true and that he loved me.'
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Important: 'She has since made it her mission to speak out about the condition and her journey
to help other women going through a similar ordeal
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Not embarrassed: 'For me, it is so important to talk about it freely because I strongly believe
that there is no shame in vaginismus,' she said

In 2018, she was finally comfortable enough to confide in her friends about
vaginismus and how it had affected her marriage. In January 2019, she called the
Women's Therapy Center to begin her treatment and with the correct guidance, she
was able to overcome vaginismus after the completion of treatment in May 2019.
She has since made it her mission to speak out about the condition and her journey
to help other women going through a similar ordeal.
'There is a massive lack of awareness about vaginismus and I believe that where
there is lack of knowledge, there is fear,' she said. 'There are so many things that I
would want to bundle up and say to someone that is in the same situation.
'For me, it is so important to talk about it freely because I strongly believe that there
is no shame in vaginismus.
'I always say that because the fear and shame of it kept my mouth shut for so long, to
speak about it boldly feels like a beautiful act of rebellion.'
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Read more:
I waited to lose my virginity on my wedding day only to find out sex was impossible – The Sun
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them closer together...
as rocker insists he
'won't be here much
longer'
The clue that Autumn
and Peter Phillips had
split: Queen's grandson
attended Sandringham
church service alone in
January after no-show
on Christmas day
Elle Fanning goes
simple yet sexy in a
lemon yellow slip dress
as she joins her
handsome co-star
Nicholas Hoult at The
Great photo call
Bond starlet Ana De
Armas proves she's the
girl next door as she
steps out make-up free
en route to shooting
new film with Ben
Affleck
Emily Ratajkowski
snags a front row seat
at Proenza Schouler...
following a night out at
the Oscars
From Oscar week to New
York Fashion Week
Bella and Gigi Hadid
step out separately in
fabulous street style
outfits as they continue
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their NYFW tour

Nicky Hilton steps out
in sleeveless floralthemed dress to sit
front row at Oscar de la
Renta's New York
Fashion Week show
Glamorous
Renee Bargh puts on a
leggy display in a
figure-hugging dress as
The Voice Australia
coaches Delta Goodrem
and Kelly Rowland
arrive for a photoshoot
Adriana Lima makes
sweats chic as she pairs
an all white look with
black heeled booties...
after stunning at Vanity
Fair's Oscar party

Hilary Duff looks
stylish in a form-fitting
top and jeans as she
cradles daughter Banks,
17 months, during trip
to the mall for frozen
yogurt
ADVERTISEMENT

'Happy Birthday to a
Gal I love and adore
with my whole heart!':
Julia Roberts sends
birthday wishes to
famous niece Emma
Roberts as she turns 29
Newly-single Ashley
Roberts is in good
spirits as she steps out
in effortlessly chic
ensemble... following
split from professional
dancer boyfriend
Princess Anne's ex
bodyguard reveals
'there was no hint of
what was to come' the
night a man attempted
to kidnap then 23-yearold royal at gunpoint
EXCLUSIVE Meghan
Markle tells friends she
CAN have it all after
returning from her gig in
Miami to be with Archie
and take steps to
relaunch her career

Kelly Rowland enjoys
a breakfast treat as she
celebrates turning 39
while getting her
makeup done ahead of
filming blind auditions
on The Voice Australia
'What a parasite you
are': Legendary Queen
guitarist Brian May
lashes out at
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cameraman moments
after landing in
Australia on private jet

Niall Horan sets the
record straight about
'dating' Selena Gomez
amid romance rumours
The One Direction star

Nanny McPhee star
dies at 25: Tributes paid
as former child actor
turned climate activist
Raphael Coleman
collapses 'without prior
health problems'
Janet Jackson says
her son Eissa is quite
musical... before
revealing what inspired
her hit song Nasty plus
more on new album on
The Tonight Show
Newly single Rihanna
vamps it up in
Alexandre Vauthier in
LA... and reveals
Valentine's Day plans
The nine-time Grammy
winner
ADVERTISEMENT

Vanessa Bryant posts
heartbreaking message
about losing husband
Kobe and daughter Gigi
as she says her 'brain
refuses to accept' they
are gone
Maria Sharapova
flaunts strong arms in
green zip-up dress at
Evian + Virgil Abloh
bash in NYC
Tennis pro looked super
chic
2 Chainz shows off his
new tattoos to pay
tribute to the late Kobe
Bryant following his
tragic death
Paid homage to the NBA
star
Julia Louis-Dreyfus is
eye-catching in green
blouse and black slacks
as she promotes new
movie Downhill in NYC

Amy Adams nails
business chic in a grey
blazer and classic
skinny jeans as she
takes her
daughter Aviana, 9, to a
music lesson
America's Got Talent:
The Champions: Simon
Cowell vows to get
'kindness' tattoo if his
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favourite act Boogie
Storm wins
Big fan

Liam Hemsworth rocks
a casual T-shirt as he
enjoys shopping outing
to the John Varvatos
store in West Hollywood
Keeping busy

Teen Mom 2 star
Kailyn Lowry, 27,
discovers she's having
a FOURTH boy at
gender reveal party
It's another boy

Cindy Crawford steps
out with model daughter
Kaia Gerber in NYC after
son Presley unveils
shocking face tattoo
Model behavior

Blac Chyna's team hits
back at skeptics
questioning her
attendance at Academy
Awards: 'Maybe the
Oscars indeed are "so
white"'
ADVERTISEMENT

Vanderpump Rules'
Stassi Schroeder and
Brittany Cartwright
defend Katie Maloney
from body-shamers
after her Oscars brunch
outfit is ridiculed
Matthew Perry shares
throwback snap of
himself sharing a laugh
with former president
Barack Obama... and
declares him
'#ManCrushMonday'
Candice Swanepoel
jets off to model for
Zimmerman for New
York Fashion Week...
following a night out at
the Vanity Fair Oscars
Party
Kim Kardashian
reveals her daughter
North West, six, has a
private TikTok account...
but she is 'not allowed
to post'

Harrison Ford shows
effortlessly cool style in
dress shirt and blue
jeans while heading to
talk show
The 77-year-old actor
donned shades
Martha Hunt cuts a
striking figure while on
the runway for Veronica
Beard during New York
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Fashion Week

Netflix acquires Nipsey
Hussle documentary
from director Ava
DuVernay
Just days after a tribute to
Nipsey Hussle at the
Grammy Awards
Padma Lakshmi
flaunts her edgy style as
she snags a front row
seat at the Veronica
Beard show during
Fashion Week

That's cheeky! Singer
Alli Simpson shows off
her pert derrière in
revealing swimwear as
she poses in a snap
taken by new boyfriend
Mitchell Bourke
REVEALED: The fake
resume Lori Loughlin's
daughter Olivia Jade
used to get into USC
which falsely claims she
was a gold medal
winning rower at school
ADVERTISEMENT

Justin Timberlake
bundles up for the cold
as he grabs blended
beverages in New York
City... after smoothing
out PDA scandal with
Jessica Biel
Courteney Cox goes
nautical to celebrate
Laura Dern's 53rd
birthday and first Oscar
win in Beverly Hills
The Friends actress

'Wokest Oscars ever':
Twitter mocks this
year's Academy Awards
after winners used
speeches to lecture
about politics, human
rights and veganism
Blac Chyna reveals
she attended Oscars as
music producer pal's
plus-one after baffling
fans with her surprise
red carpet appearance

Bill Murray hilariously
fixes bad putt in stride
while competing in
Pebble Beach Pro-Am
tournament
The 69-year-old fixed a
bad golf putt
Dove Cameron and
Zosia Mamet stun in
blue and white dresses
as they sit catwalk side
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for Carolina Herrera at
NYFW

Her front-row throne!
Princess Olympia of
Greece has a VERY
busy New York Fashion
Week with A-list seats at
Tory Burch and Zadig &
Voltaire
Cats stars James
Corden and Rebel
Wilson are accused of
using CGI artists as
'scapegoats' for box
office failure
Hitting out
Milla Jovovich reveals
newborn daughter
Osian has 'bad case of
jaundice' and is now
being bottle-fed as well
as breastfed

Taika Waititi reveals
why he ultimately
played Adolf Hitler in
his Oscar-winning film
Jojo Rabbit during his
Ellen DeGeneres
appearance
Vanessa Hudgens
proves she is ready for
spring in patterned
dress on coffee run in
LA

Dirty dancing, goth
selfies, champagne
aplenty and In-N-Out
Burgers... a peek inside
the raucous and starstudded Vanity Fair
Oscars 2020 after-party
Clue remake starring
Ryan Reynolds lands
The Muppets director
James Bobin
Disney's highlyanticipated remake

Andy Roddick's wife
Brooklyn Decker looks
unrecognizable as she
shares make-up free
selfie with 'wild' hair: 'I
audibly gasped'

'She really feels like
they are doing her
dirty': NeNe Leakes
misses out on $240K in
Bravo paydays ... as
feud with Kenya Moore
appears to be costing
her money
Jack Black keeps
things casual as he
steps out in Dublin
while on tour with his
band Tenacious D
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William and Kate's
Summer Tour Down
Under: Royal couple will
fly to Australia's
bushfire-ravaged towns
to boost support for
victims and tourism
Tinashe turns heads
with her fierce eye
makeup as she flashes
her bra in plunging
green suit at Libertine
show during New York
Fashion Week
Garcelle Beauvais
CONFIRMS split from
boyfriend Michael Elliot
just two months after
going public with
relationship: 'I'm single'

Tina Knowles-Lawson
spills the beans on 'new
project' that her
daughter Beyoncé 'is
doing'
The 66-year-old
grandmother-of-four
Queen's 'bumpy' 12
months: Peter Phillips's
love-split comes after
Megxit turmoil and
Prince Andrew's forced
'retirement' over Jeffrey
Epstein scandal
Irina Shayk cuts
classic winter look in
shearling jacket as she
steps out with daughter
Lea and mom Olga in
NYC

Jamie Lynn Spears' ex
Casey Alrdrige arrested
for burglary after
'becoming linked to
string of campsite
thefts'

EXCLUSIVE Oscar
winner Elton John and
husband David Furnish
are set to be honored
for supporting HIV/AIDS
causes at the British
LGBT Awards

Lisa Rinna, 56, looks
the same age as her
daughters Delilah, 21,
and Amelia, 18, as they
walk the Dennis Basso
show for New York
Fashion Week
James Marsden
reveals his favorite bar
in Sydney... after he
spent a year living in the
city while filming
Superman Returns
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The new ARMS race!
Winning an Oscar is the
ultimate prize, but these
sleeveless gowns on
show reveal another
awards night
battleground
For Bong Joon-ho, the
director of Parasite, the
plot of his Oscarwinning tale has a
personal meaning - it's
based on his life story

Oscars ratings hit all
time low with only
23.6million tuning in to
watch 'woke snoozefest'
- which is six million
LESS than last year

Meghan Markle's best
friend Jessica Mulroney
cries tears of joy as she
helps couples plan their
dream weddings in the
first trailer for her new
Netflix series
Joan Rivers' daughter
Melissa is rescued by
ski patrol and taken to a
hospital after suffering a
'bad sprain' on the
slopes

Anne Heche and
Thomas Jane FINALLY
make their red carpet
debut as a couple....
after playing bitter exes
on Hung a decade ago

Whoops! Tammy
Hembrow suffers a yoga
FAIL as she loses
balance while
performing a headstand
at home

Kourtney Kardashian
puts her gluten-free
days behind her as she
joyfully tears into white
bread... while Travis
Scott rolls a joint

Katie Holmes is
business chic in velour
blazer while Nina Agdal
stands out in VERY
flashy mini dress at
NYFW Zimmermann
show
Janet Jackson
announces new album
and world tour named
Black Diamond: 'I want
to show you my
strength as well as give
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you strength'

'It felt like a train that
got jogged off its
tracks': Critics blast
Oscars for trying to
make up for lack of
diversity in its
nominations with 'woke'
speeches
Obama-endorsed
documentary maker
who said 'workers of the
world unite' at Oscars
was nominated for an
academy award in 1983
for communism film
Jordan Barrett is every
inch the dashing
runway king as he dons
a three-piece suit for the
Vanity Fair Oscar Party
in Los Angeles
Male model
Anna Kournikova and
Enrique Iglesias
'welcome their third
child together'... but
notoriously secretive
couple have yet to
reveal if it's a girl or boy
1917's Sam Mendes
fails to mask his shock
as Bong Joon Ho
scoops Best Director
Oscar for Parasite
He was odds-on favorite
to win
Winter white! Melania
Trump stands out in a
$4,000 belted Gucci coat
as she asks guests at
the Governors'
Spouses' luncheon to
help tackle
cyberbullying
Victoria Justice goes
southwest chic in brown
suede as Jenny Mollen
channels Beetlejuice in
black and white at Alice
+ Olivia NYFW show

Blac Chyna tops the
worst-dressed list at
Oscars in eye-popping
gown - while Janelle
Monae, Kristen Wiig and
Sandra Oh turn heads
for wrong reasons
Mary J. Blige channels
the ultimate
businesswoman in
FIRST LOOK at
upcoming Power
sequel... Power Book II:
Ghost
'It's a cruel reminder
that I have no baby to
feed': Kellan Lutz's wife
reveals her milk is
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coming in days after
suffering a stillbirth at
six months

Brad Pitt holds hands
with Kim Kardashian
before catching up with
Kanye West as he
proves the most popular
guest at Vanity Fair's
Oscars bash
Prince William and
Kate Middleton's hectic
schedule in the wake of
Megxit has 'brought
them closer together',
source tells Us Weekly

Hailey Bieber admits
Justin 'was not very
involved' with wedding
planning as he says: 'I
just basically showed
up'

Kelly Brook is
classically stylish in a
camel coat and knee
high boots
The British model and
presenter wrapped up

Elizabeth Hurley, 54,
leaves little to the
imagination in a VERY
busty sheer gown as
she parties with pals in
India

Amy Schumer bundles
up in a massive black
coat for a stroll with
husband Chris ... as she
jokes about 'watching
the Oscars in
sweatpants'
Meghan King
Edmonds reveals she
scrambled to find a
dress for Oscars party...
after sharing racy bikini
selfie

Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle
'declined the invitation'
to present the award for
Best Picture at the
Oscars despite being
'honored by the request'
EXCLUSIVE: Singer
Normani is a sight to
behold as she puts on a
sultry display in sizzling
photoshoot for
Wonderland magazine

Red hot Kylie Jenner
sparks speculation her
romance with Travis
Scott is BACK ON as he
joins her in back seat of
car on way to Oscars
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party

George and Amal
Clooney make bid to
upgrade their $15million
mansion in a rural
village near London
with a new shed for
'security purposes'
Meet 'perfect' Sharon
Choi: Parasite director
Bong Joon-Ho's
translator is KoreanAmerican aspiring
filmmaker with 'huge
fandom'
Sharon Stone, 61,
looks half her age as
she goes bra-free in a
plunging gown at Elton
John's Oscar party...
after revealing she is on
a dating app
'They make me
nervous:' Brad Pitt
reveals he put 'real
work' into acceptance
speeches and even got
Fight Club director
David Fincher to help
Margot Robbie and
Leonardo DiCaprio's
flirty reunion at Oscars:
Ex co-stars embrace on
red carpet as husband
Tom Ackerley sweetly
watches on
Rosie HuntingtonWhiteley shows off her
phenomenal figure as
she models new lingerie
collection
She is a model turned
fashion mogul
NCIS vet Maria Bello,
52, announces she is
engaged to her French
chef girlfriend
Dominique Crenn, 53:
'We just light each other
up'
'Y'all ready?' Lil Nas X
teases a collaboration
with The Wiggles for his
new track Rodeo
Sure to be eagerly
awaited

Ready for her return!
Ivanka Trump dons a
$2,260 coat dress to
visit New Hampshire
ahead of the primary

Cheer star Jerry Harris
freaks out after
interviewing Brad Pitt
on the Academy Awards
red carpet
One of the show's biggest
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breakouts

Gigi Hadid shows off
her flawless makeupfree complexion as she
heads to the runways of
New York Fashion Week
After walking Tom Ford's
west coast runway show.
Pretty in pink! Rebel
Wilson flaunts her
slimmed down waist in
a fitted fuchsia dress at
Oscars Vanity Fair party
after impressive weight
loss
The Crown season
four: Emma Corrin
transforms into
Princess Diana as she
portrays royal visiting
an AIDS center

Best dressed
bombshells at the
Oscars! Renee
Zellweger and Charlize
Theron join Scarlett
Johansson and Margot
Robbie
Sex Education fans
delight as Netflix greenlights third season of
Gillian Anderson's
raunchy show

Daniel Radcliffe goes
incognito in a hooded
coat as he leaves
Capital radio studios in
London
Eye catching orange
sneakers
Lake Bell is a vision in
black tulle as she cozies
up to husband of seven
years Scott Campbell at
the Vanity Fair Oscar
party

Kate Beckinsale keeps
the party going as she
heads to Jay-Z and
Beyonce's Oscar
gathering with her male
friend Jonathan Voluck

Katie Holmes looks
stylish in oversize
trench coat as she
promotes new FBI
drama in New York

An award-winning
party! Kim and Kanye
are joined by Kylie
Jenner and Emily
Ratajkowski at Vanity
Fair's A-list Oscars
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celebration

Hailee Steinfeld drips
in diamonds as she
dons a sparkling Prada
net dress to the starstudded Vanity Fair
Oscar party

When did they become
politicians? Joaquin
Phoenix lectures Oscars
audience about animal
rights while Brad Pitt
slams Trump
impeachment trial
Classic Hollywood!
Celebrity hair and
makeup artists reveal
how they gave Renee
Zellweger a winning
Oscar look

Jameela Jamil admits
she chose
'inappropriate' time to
come out as queer but
insists she will remain a
judge of new ballroom
show
Justin Bieber has fun
on the ice during a
hockey scrimmage in
NYC's Central Park... as
he wife Hailey hits an
Oscar party across the
country in LA
Filmmaker Taika Waititi
slams Apple keyboards
calling them 'impossible
to write on' during
bizarre post-Oscar
interview

Penn Badgley and wife
Domino Kirke are
expecting their first
child... after the couple
suffered through two
miscarriages

Jeremy Renner holds
Eiza Gonzalez's arm as
they leave Vanity Fair
Oscar party together
days after Super Bowl
flirtation

Lara Trump reports for
jury duty in NYC a week
after her father-in-law's
acquittal - and flashes a
photo of baby Carolina
on her iPhone screen

Oscars 2020: Bradley
Cooper, 45, swoops in
to chat with Leonardo
DiCaprio's love Camila
Morrone, 22, as the
Titanic star checks out
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his NAILS

Scarlett Johansson
displays her lithe
physique and dark bird
tattoo in risqué
embellished gown at the
Vanity Fair after-party
with fiancé Colin Jost
Rihanna looks single
and ready to mingle at
an Oscar party... after
splitting from Saudi
Arabian billionaire beau
of three years

So, just what is
Parasite? A look at the
FIRST EVER foreign
language film to win
Best Picture at the
Oscars

How Joaquin Phoenix
celebrated Oscars win:
Joker star totes his
trophy as he party-hops
with his family (and
rounds the night off
with a vegan burger)
Roommate of Harvey
Weinstein accuser
Jessica Mann claims
she described mogul as
a 'spiritual soul mate'
and showed no distress
on day he 'attacked her'
Prince Andrew's name
is REMOVED from the
website of his pet
Pitch@Palace project as organisation
distances itself from the
Duke
Renee Zellweger
thanks her immigrant
parents from Norway
and Switzerland as she
wins an Oscar: 'They
came here with nothing
but each other'
Picture perfect family!
Crown Princess Victoria
and Prince Daniel of
Sweden share a new
portrait with a grinning
Prince Oscar and
Princess Estelle
Jennifer Lopez
changes into a busty
sparkling cocktail dress
with a VERY daring
thigh split as she heads
to Oscars after-party
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DON'T MISS
Queer Eye's Tan
France says he will
never move back to UK
because there's 'too
much racism' and says
he's NEVER
experienced
discrimination in the US
Brad Pitt, Renee
Zellweger and Joaquin
Phoenix lead winners as
they get their Academy
Awards engraved
during star-studded
backstage celebration
Princess Margaret's
son David Linley
transforms a Georgian
home in London into
LUXURY apartments
costing up to $29
million
Charlize Theron stuns
in a gold fringed gown
as she, Emily
Ratajkowski and
Joaquin Phoenix lead
the stars leaving Vanity
Fair's Oscars bash
Paris Jackson exits
Vanity Fair's Oscar
party holding her heels
after stepping on glass
while dancing the night
away barefoot

Oscars viewers poke
fun at worst-dressed
stars, comparing
Janelle Monae's Ralph
Lauren dress to The Tin
Man and Elton John to
the JOKER
Martha Stewart, 78,
proves she still has the
same killer legs she had
as a model in the 1960s
as she wears a sheer
MINI DRESS to the
Vanity Fair Oscar party
Kourtney Kardashian
reveals sideboob in
VERY daring mesh
dress at Beyoncé and
Jay-Z's Oscars afterparty
She pulled out all the
stops
Brad Pitt poses with
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Tiffany Haddish... after
she joked two years ago
that she could be his
'back-up plan' if he did
not find a girlfriend

Adriana Lima leads the
model glamour in a silk
embelished dress as
she joins Joan Smalls,
Winnie Harlow and
Candice Swanepoel at
Vanity Fair's party
Joaquin Phoenix fights
back tears quoting his
late brother River's
song lyric during Oscar
speech
He was just 19 when
River died at age 23
Parasite shocks with
Best Picture win at
Oscars while Renee
Zellweger, Joaquin
Phoenix, Laura Dern
and Brad Pitt complete
award season SWEEP
'Martin Scorsese looks
like he is about to fall
asleep!': Irishman
director's reaction to
Eminem's surprise
Oscars performance
sparks memes
Oscars 2020:
Alessandra Ambrosio
puts on a playful display
with Heidi Klum as
supermodels lets their
hair down at the Vanity
Fair after-party
Luke Perry is left out
of Oscars' In Memoriam
segment despite
appearing in one of this
year's most nominated
films - while Cameron
Boyce is also snubbed
Renée Zellweger
toasts her Academy
Award triumph by party
hopping across
Hollywood... but sticks
to fruit infused water at
Governor's Ball
Adam Sandler is a
good sport as he
attends an Oscar party...
after joking he should
have been nominated
for Uncut Gems instead
of those 'douchebags'
Miley Cyrus belts out a
cover of Roadhouse
Blues with The Doors'
Robby Krieger at
Morrison Hotel 50th
anniversary bash
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Kate Bosworth stuns
in a silver sequined
gown while cozying up
to husband Michael
Polish at the Vanity Fair
Oscar Party

Reese Witherspoon
sports studded mini
dress as she attends
Beyoncé and Jay-Z's
Oscars after-party with
Charlize Theron and
Jessica Alba
Billie Eilish grimaces
as Kristen Wiig and
Maya Rudolph bring
SNL to the Oscars stage
with pop medley... but
social media fills with
calls for duo to host
Dua Lipa wraps up in
black leather jacket and
hoodie alongside beau
Anwar Hadid following
festival performance in
Italy

Victoria Beckham is
caught secretly filming
vain husband David
achieve the 'perfect
selfie' just weeks after
he poked fun at her for
the same act
Hollywood singletons
Renee Zellweger and
Bradley Cooper enjoy
sweet reunion at
Academy Awards... a
decade after romance

Snoop Dogg insists
'I'm a non-violent
person' as he denies
threatening Gayle King
after she asked Lisa
Leslie about Kobe
Bryant rape case

Brad Pitt lets loose as
he celebrates his Best
Supporting Actor win at
Vanity Fair Oscars party
after dedicating prize to
his children

Solange Knowles
leaves little to the
imagination as she
attends sister Beyoncé
and Jay Z's post-Oscar
party in VERY revealing
black gown
You're just as smart
now as you were in your
youth, says the
neuroscientist behind
this year's most
inspiring book: Why 70
really is the new 30
Kylie Jenner reveals
her gunmetal gown is
so tight she can't sit
down... before she slips
into red dress and joins
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ex Travis Scott at Vanity
Fair's Oscars party

Khloe Kardashian
debuts her chic cropped
'do as she dazzles in a
white off-the-shoulder
gown at Beyoncé and
Jay-Z's Oscars afterparty
The rise of Bong Joonho: How Oscar-winning
director who threw
petrol bombs as a
student protester defied
movie-hating parents to
triumph in Hollywood
James Corden and
Rebel Wilson get back
into Cats costumes to
poke fun at their CGI
flop while presenting
technical category

Charlize Theron
chokes back tears as
Best Makeup and
Hairstyling winner Kazu
Hiro dedicates his
Oscar win to her for
their work in Bombshell
Oscars 2020: Brad Pitt
is showered with love
from longtime pal
Bradley Cooper and costar Leonardo DiCaprio
as he scoops Best
Supporting Actor prize
Encore for Parasite!
Booing A-list stars force
Oscar producers to
extend the broadcast to
allow Best Picture
speech to continue after
they tried to cut it short
Katharine McPhee, 35,
looks chic in cut-out
gray dress as she
cozies up to husband
David Foster, 70, at
Vanity Fair Oscars
party
Barack and Michelle
Obama congratulate
their own production
company after it won its
first Oscar for American
Factory documentary

Fans left RAGING as
1917 misses out to
Parasite in historic Best
Picture win... with
viewers branding the
Academy 'farcical' and
'a joke'
'Jeff Bezos saw
Marriage Story and
thought it was a
comedy': Steve Martin
and Chris Rock roast
Amazon boss Jeff
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Bezos at the Oscars

Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West turn their
bathroom into a studio
as they pose up a storm
for impromptu shoot
ahead of Oscars Vanity
Fair party
Kourtney Kardashian
flashes some serious
side-boob alongside
sisters Khloe and Kim
as they lead the stars at
Beyoncé and Jay-Z's
Oscars after-party
Gal Gadot puts on a
daring display in a
plunging sequin dress
as she cosies up to
husband Yaron Varsano
at Vanity Fair's Oscars
bash
'Nanny' star Fran
Drescher reveals how
her photographic
memory helped police
identify her rapist and
send him to jail for life

Golden girl! Rebel
Wilson shows off her
incredible weight loss in
a cleavage-baring
sparkling sequined
gown at the Oscars

Princess Anne, 69, is
set to take over Prince
Harry's role in the Royal
Marines and become its
first ever female Captain
General, the Sunday
Times reports
Meghan King
Edmonds dons a slinky
black bra and panties
while calling out 'overly
concerned' social media
trolls who criticized her
parenting
The Crown season
four: Emma Corrin
emulates Princess
Diana as she recreates
royal's 1989 trip to the
Brooklyn Academy of
Music in NYC
Keanu Reeves, 55, has
flirty exchange with his
'amazing' onscreen
leading lady Diane
Keaton, 74, at the
Oscars

Royal guide to modern
etiquette! Princess
Marie-Chantal of Greece
reveals top tips for
mingling with high
society - including rules
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for selfies

VIP fixers reveal what
stars REALLY get up to
on luxurious getaways including reality star
who racked up $20,000
on drugs and singer
who fled after brawl
Shahs Of Sunset: Reza
Farahan confronts
husband Adam Neely
over 'strip Jenga'
rumors with other MEN
Emotional showdown

James Corden and
wife Julia Carey are
hand in hand at Jay-Z
and Beyoncé's postOscars bash after
attending the Vanity Fair
after-party
Real Housewives Of
Atlanta: Porsha
Williams cries while
talking about nonexistent sex life with
Dennis McKinley

Oscars 2020: Mom's
the word! Laura Dern
and Joaquin Phoenix
lead the stars supported
by their proud mothers
at awards show

Jennifer Aniston and
Courteney Cox party
with Laura Dern at starstudded Netflix afterparty (... and she
manages to swerve
Brad)
Lucy Boynton dazzles
in ethereal pastel tulle
gown alongside
boyfriend Rami Malek at
Vanity Fair Oscars party
Ethereal tulle oneshouldered dress
Camila Morrone, 22,
stuns in a strapless
sequin gown as she
attends Vanity Fair's
Oscars party without
boyfriend Leonardo
DiCaprio, 45
Billie Eilish stuns in
Gothic Gucci as she
leaves Vanity Fair afterparty after giving
haunting rendition of
Yesterday for Oscars' In
Memoriam section
Michael Bublé reveals
why he will no longer
share photos of his life
on social media
anymore
Singer wants to live more
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privately

Vanessa Hudgens
sizzles in sensational
silk gown with dramatic
attachments as she puts
on a showstopping
display at Vanity Fair
Oscars party
Diane Kruger dazzles
in a one-shoulder
structured sequin gown
at the Vanity Fair
Oscars after-party
The actress, 43, dazzled
in Elie Saab gown
Weinstein lawyer says
she gave interview, in
which she allegedly
branded accusers 'liars
seeking celebrity victimhood status', a 'long
time ago'
Emily Ratajkowski
showcases her taut abs
in a tight white co-ord
as she cozies up to
husband Sebastian
Bear-McClard at Vanity
Fair's Oscars bash
Little Women's Greta
Gerwig throws some
shapes while Florence
Pugh looks giddy at
Vanity Fair's Oscar
after-party after losing
out on five awards
Heidi Klum joins an
emotional Sharon Stone
as they help Best
Original Song winner Sir
Elton John raise
$6.4million towards
ending AIDS epidemic
Marriage Story's Laura
Dern transforms into a
sizzling LBD as she
celebrates her win with
co-star Scarlett
Johansson at Vanity
Fair Oscars after-party
Rosie HuntingtonWhiteley stuns in
strapless black satin
dress as she hits Vanity
Fair Oscars bash with
Jason Statham

Kim Kardashian, 39,
and her billion dollar
baby sister Kylie
Jenner, 22, battle for
best dressed curves at
Vanity Fair's A-list
Oscars celebration
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Shake it off! Rebel
Wilson has an awkward
interaction with Keanu
Reeves and his mother
Patricia Taylor on the
red carpet at the Oscars

Nicky Hilton wows in
slinky silver dress with
a daring thigh-high split
as she mingles with her
a-list pals at Vanity Fair
Oscars party

Ciara shows off her
incredible pregnant
figure in see-through
chain mail gown as she
poses with Russell
Wilson at Vanity Fair
Oscar Party
Kim Kardashian sends
temperatures soaring as
she locks lips with
brooding husband
Kanye West at starstudded Vanity Fair
Oscars party
Jane Fonda, 82, makes
a statement on
sustainability by
recycling red carpet
gown from 2014... as
she vows to STOP
buying clothes
Formula One racing
champ Lewis Hamilton
shows off his 'caveman'
look as the Formula One
champion lets his hair
down with new style

Salma Hayek lets her
hair down as she
switches into a dazzling
blue sequinned midi
dress to attend Vanity
Fair Oscars after-party

Gabrielle Union and
Dwyane Wade celebrate
at post-Oscars party
after producing winner
Hair Love

Hailey Bieber puts on a
sultry display donning
lingerie-inspired
Versace gown to the
Vanity Fair Oscar party
She set pulses racing at
the A-list bash
Paris Jackson blows a
kiss to cameras as she
stuns in a glam pink
feathered gown at
Vanity Fair Oscars party
She xuded feminine chic

Kate Beckinsale
glistens in a bejeweled
crimson gown with a
racy cut out as she hits
the red carpet at Vanity
Fair's Oscar after-party
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Nicole Richie oozes
glamour in dramatic
black strapless gown
alongside husband Joel
Madden at Vanity Fair
Oscars party

Suki Waterhouse
teases her toned torso
underneath a sheer
black gown with green
accents as she attends
Vanity Fair Oscars afterparty
Tom Hanks announces
new $388m Oscars
museum will open in
December - but will it
airbrush sex scandal-hit
movie giants like Harvey
Weinstein?
Charlize Theron
changes into
shimmering gold gown
as she parties with
Oscar winning makeup
artist Kazu Hiro from
her movie Bombshell
Bling-tastic! Scarlett
Johansson stunned in
$2.5 MILLION worth of
diamond jewelry at
Academy Awards
She continued her best
dressed streak
Chrissy Teigen puts on
a VERY leggy display in
plunging teal gown as
she cosies up to dapper
husband John Legend
at the Vanity Fair Oscar
party
Lili Reinhart is
springtime come early
in sumptuous Marc
Jacobs floral gown at
Vanity Fair Oscar Party
Her ensemble featured
puffed-out half-sleeves
Reese Witherspoon
dons silver Dolce &
Gabbana cocktail dress
for Vanity Fair's Oscar
Party

Demi Moore and eldest
daughter Rumer Willis
light up the night in
sublime and elegant
gowns at the Vanity Fair
Oscars Party

Renee Zellweger
dedicates her Academy
Award to Judy Garland
in vivid acceptance
speech pointing at
heroes: 'This is
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certainly for you'

He's over the Moon!
South Korea's President
Moon Jae-in celebrates
as he is told Parasite
has won four Oscars
during meeting with
officials
Billie Eilish, Eminem,
Cynthia Erivo and
Janelle Monáe lead the
star-studded musical
performances at 92nd
annual Academy
Awards
Actress Brie Larson
catches filmmaker Taika
Waititi hilariously
stashing his Oscars
trophy under the seat in
front of him during the
awards show
Wow factor! Shanina
Shaik looks positively
poured into her
revealing black dress as
she attends the Vanity
Fair Oscar Party

Jane Fonda, 82, is
overwhelmed by
standing ovation as she
closes out the Oscars in
a recycled sequinned
gown

Mindy Kaling and B.J.
Novak hit the red carpet
together at the Vanity
Fair Oscar after-party
Reunion for The Office
co-stars

Sarah Paulson puts on
loved-up display with
girlfriend Holland Taylor
as the duo make their
stylish entrance to the
Vanity Fair Oscar party

Kate Hudson shows
off her incredible postbaby body in a strapless
gown at the Vanity Fair
Oscars Party
She was nominated in the
2000s
Natalie Portman shows
support for female
directors snubbed by
Oscars by wearing Dior
cape with names of
every woman who
wasn't nominated
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Laura Dern dedicates
Oscar win to parents 45
years after attending
first Academy Awards
with mom Diane Ladd

Rose McGowan tells
Snoop Dogg to 'grow
the f*** up' following his
attack on Gayle King
over her Kobe Bryant
interview and hails the
NBA legend a 'hero'
'The three of us make a
powerful combination!'
Gal Gadot, Sigourney
Weaver and Brie Larson
celebrate women as
they unite at Oscars

Olivia Colman jokes on
stage at the Academy
Awards that winning her
Oscar 'was the best
night of my husband's
life... and I've given birth
three times!'
Kerry Washington
bares chiselled midriff
in ancient Egyptinspired gown as she
steals the show at starstudded Vanity Fair
Oscar Party

Shia LaBeouf's The
Peanut Butter Falcon
co-star Zach Gottsagen
makes history as the
first Oscar presenter
with Down Syndrome

Cynthia Erivo delivers
powerful performance
of her Oscar nominated
track Stand Up in
dazzling gold dress at
the Academy Awards

Leonardo DiCaprio's
girlfriend Camila
Morrone looks angelic
in strapless white gown
as she flies solo on
Oscars red carpet...
before pair got cozy
'I am Spartacus!': Tom
Hanks recites Kirk
Douglas iconic line from
1960 film as he pays
tribute to the late
Hollywood icon the
Oscars
Gerard Butler and
glamorous girlfriend
Morgan Brown look
smitten with each other
as they walk the red
carpet at the Oscars

Brad Pitt the bachelor
arrives at Oscars solo
(but is joined by his
long-time manager
Cynthia Pett-Dante
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inside the ceremony)

'Hair Love' creators
bring Texas teen, who
was banned from his
own graduation
because he refused to
cut his dreadlocks, to
the Oscars
Victorious Joaquin
Phoenix appears totally
enamoured as he joins
his stunning fiancée
Rooney Mara at
Academy Awards

Antonio Banderas, 59,
poses with girlfriend
Nicole Kimpel, 38, and
his daughter Stella, 23,
on the Oscars red
carpet

Eminem thanks the
Oscars for giving him
'another shot, another
opportunity' to
perform... 18-years after
his win for Lose
Yourself

Geena Davis, 64, is a
vision of Oscars
glamour in plunging
ballgown... complete
with pockets

Best Actress nominee
Cynthia Erivo storms
the red carpet in a
striking white flared
gown... after boycotting
the BAFTAs amid race
row

Elton John and Bernie
Taupin win their first
Oscar for Original Song
for Rocketman... as
Elton dedicates win to
'my beautiful boys'
Zachary and Elijah
'It's for Kobe and it's
my way of paying
tribute': Spike Lee
wears purple No. 24
tuxedo to Academy
Awards to honor late LA
Lakers star
'This film wouldn't
have existed without
you!' Thor director Taika
Waititi wins an Oscar for
Jojo Rabbit and thanks
his mother in a sweet
speech
Olivia Colman debuts
platinum BLONDE locks
as she shows off
dramatic new look on
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the star-studded awards
gala's red carpet

Adam Driver hits the
red carpet with a classic
tuxedo with wife Joanne
Tucker at the Oscars
He looked dapper in a
classic tuxedo

This Is Us star Chrissy
Metz tells her mom 'I
love you' as she
performs I'm Standing
With You onstage at the
Oscars

Jennifer Lopez's fans
joke they are 'stealing
an Oscar to give it to J
Lo' as they protest her
Hustlers snub with
hilarious new meme

Renee Zellweger
sparkles in white hot
body hugging one
shouldered Oscars red
carpet
She won best actress in
the role of Judy Garland
Scarlett Johansson
stuns in shimmery
Oscar de la Renta on
the red carpet at the
Academy Awards with
fiance Colin Jost

Upstaged! The sweet
moment Margot Robbie
was photobombed by
Timothée Chalamet on
the red carpet at the
Oscars

'To finally work
alongside you was one
of my high points':
Margot Robbie's
stuntman brother
Lachlan Robbie pays
tribute to star sister
Florence Pugh dazzles
in teal dress, Cynthia
Erivo wows in white and
Olivia Colman debuts
new BLONDE locks as
they lead British arrivals
at the Oscars
Janelle Monae suffers
embarrassing wardrobe
malfunction as she
kicks off the Oscars
with some song and
dance
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Margot Robbie cuddles
up to husband Tom
Ackerley in a stylish offthe-shoulder dress as
they attend the Oscars

Salma Hayek tweets
she's 'late for the
Oscars' before hitting
the red carpet looking
divine in Gucci
The 53-year-old actress
tweeted a photo
Keanu Reeves looks
devilishly handsome in
black tuxedo as he
attends the Academy
Awards with his mother
Patricia Taylor

Charlize Theron
channels Old Hollywood
glam in a black Dior
couture gown at the
Academy Awards
The 44-year-old actress
flashed some leg
Brie Larson takes the
plunge in pink sparkly
caped Celine gown to
present at the Academy
Awards
The 30-year-old flaunted
substantial cleavage
Idina Menzel takes to
the Oscar stage to
perform Frozen 2's Into
The Unknown with NINE
other Elsa actresses
from international
versions
Gal Gadot is a sheer
delight as she reunites
with Wonder Woman
1984 star Kristen Wiig at
Oscars red carpet
Slipped into see-through
black Givenchy blouse
Laura Dern looks
lovely in pink as she
brings her proud mom
and teen kids to
Academy Awards where
she will vie for Marriage
Story Oscar
Margaret Qualley turns
up the heat in slinky
black gown as she
walks Oscars red carpet
She proved Hollywood
glamour was in her DNA

Molly Sims takes the
plunge in an ornate
sparkling dress with a
flowing train alongside
husband Scott Stuber at
the 92nd Academy
Awards
Beanie Feldstein hits
the red carpet in a
sparkly floral print gown
before presenting at the
Oscars
The 26-year-old was all
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smiles on the red carpet

Kaitlyn Dever of
Booksmart makes a
point as she wears a
sustainable red gown to
the Oscars
As trends change, so
does fashion and style

Today's headlines
Most Read
Autumn Phillips WILL remain in the UK to coparent their daughters after split from Peter, the
couple reveal after 'amicable' agreement to
divorce last year - as the 'upset' Queen returns
to London
Who knew! Mother discovers she can remove
crayon scribbles from the wall by simply wiping
MAYONNAISE over the marks
Brainteaser challenges puzzlers to find the
word 'love' amongst the scattered letters - but
can YOU beat the 73 second record?
Creative mother transforms her son's bright green
bedroom into a cool computer-game themed
sanctuary - using cut-price paint and £15 curtains
Diana's love affair with the Big Apple: How New
York became a haven where the princess found
solace from her marriage woes - via charity
work and glamorous parties - after her 1989
visit now being recreated for The Crown
The clue that Autumn and Peter Phillips had split:
Queen's grandson attended Sandringham church
service alone in January just weeks after the
couple were a no-show on Christmas day
Prince William and Kate Middleton are using
'story books' to prepare Prince George for his
role as future king and he's showing signs of
becoming a 'great leader,' source claims
MORE HEADLINES
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